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Dear Mr. Sawa:Thanks for writing.  Unfortunately I will not be able to provide you with a reduced rate -- we 

are handling a lot of orders and need to recover at least some of the copying costs.  I apologize, and I would 

like to have helped you in some way.  Perhaps I could send you the staff memo that accompanies the 

deposition transcripts.  But if you do decide to order the materials (some items are depostition transcripts, 

and the $96 item is exhibits only) you need to do so on or before this Friday.Let me know how/if you would 

like to proceed.EileenTo:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	JSawa @ 

aol.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	08/10/98 03:37:30 AM GMTSubject:	Medical info requestDear 

Eileen,We corresponded a few months ago when I wrote and asked if you could send mesome brochures for 

the JFK class I'm teaching, and you graciously sent me abunch to hand out to people.In that same vein, I'm 

wondering if there is any way I could get a copy of the$95 packet of medical documents that the Board 

released last week, either at areduced rate, or some type of second-hand copy.  I want to concentrate in 

myclass on the Board's progress in the medical arena, and to that end, I have itplanned to show the students 

as much medical information as I can gather.First, I realize you are working furiously to wind things down in 

time for theOctober Board shutdown, and second, I hate to ask for anything for free;  wereit not for an 

educational reason, I would not do so.I would appreciate a reply at your earliest convenience.Thank you,James 

P. SawaJSawa@aol.com 
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